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Models on Parade

Bill L. - This C-9 model is based on the 1/72 scale DC-9 kit by Atlantis, a reissue of the Aurora kit. The kit is a
DC-9-100 series jet but to make a C-9 it had to be brought up to DC-9-300 series standard. The fuselage was
lengthened, the wing root was moved forward, 6% was added to the wing cord and 1/2" was added to each
wingtip. Other than that it is out of the box.

The decals were drawn in Inkscape and printed with a laser jet printer. White areas had to be painted on the
gray before the decals went on. The tail number on the model is that of the jet on display at the AMC Museum
at Dover AFB. Inkscape is a vector drawing program and is a free download that works very much like Adobe
Illustrator. There are some differences but once you play with it you pick up how it works pretty quickly.

Bill B. – Tamiya 1/12 Lotus 49/2.
A truly revolutionary car with an equally revolutionary engine driven by possibly the greatest driver...if he had
lived. [Jim Clark was that driver. In 1968 he skidded off the track at 170mph and cartwheeled.]

The kit is equally incredible.

Bob F. - The "Ambulance Jeep" is by Testors/Italeri and the figures are from a Verlinden set and are 1/35. The
stretcher is scratch built. The stowage and other loose items are from the spare parts box. The snow is AK and
Tamiya acrylic paints and Micro-balloons

Jerry - French Filtz Armored Tractor 1915
1/35 Vargas Models with Stalingrad figure & dog.

Bill B. – 1/32 Consolidated PB 2A, scratch built. A little known airplane that had a lot of "firsts". The second all metal
fighter for the USAAC. First fighter with retractable landing gear. First and only two seat fighter. Also a bomber. First
plane with a heated cockpit.
Not the gunner! Turbo allowed for a climb to 40,000 very chilly feet! It was obsolete when it first flew. But was still in
service at least until July 1942. Approximately 50 constructed.

Dan – AMT 1/25 Bigfoot Truck/ business card holder. But anywho, built Out of box and the only thing I added
was a bed liner to hold my business cards at work.
So then I got a little carried away with the scenic grass device!! ( that is the best stuff )
Then I had a left over deer lying around, may not be exact scale but you get the idea! Should be a real
conversation piece once I drag it into my office! lol

John E. – Revell 1/48 F-15E, this is the second model of the same kit that I’m building this year. First F-15E
was built for a friend, the second is being built for me.
It’s slow going due to my work schedule. My first F-15 is there for reference and inspiration.

Dealing with intake seams. Kind of like surgery, careful putty and sanding makes for nice results.
Not sure what the Mother of Pearl effect is, flash photography on Insignia White I guess. No matter, no one will
see it. Wait a minute, you just did.
Upcoming Shows
MosquitoCon is on for this Saturday, July 31 st. http://njipms.org/?cat=2
U.S.S. New Jersey Model Show
Still holding at August 7 th
10am to 3pm.
Armorcon 2021 will now be held at the Wyndham Southbury hotel, 1284 Strongtown Rd, Southbury, CT 06488,
on October 1 - 2, 2021. The venue and date are reserved and the show will happen.

